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Abstract. This paper presents the results of developing subjectivity
classifiers using only unannotated texts for training. The performance
rivals that of previous supervised learning approaches. In addition, we
advance the state of the art in objective sentence classification, by learning extraction patterns associated with objectivity and creating objective classifiers that achieve substantially higher recall than previous work
with comparable precision.
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Introduction

There has been a recent swell of interest in the automatic identification and extraction of attitudes, opinions, and sentiments in text. Motivation for this task
comes from the desire to provide tools for information analysts in government,
commercial, and political domains, who want to automatically track attitudes
and feelings in the news and on-line forums. How do people feel about recent
events in the Middle East? Is the rhetoric from a particular opposition group
intensifying? What is the range of opinions being expressed in the world press
about the best course of action in Iraq? A system that could automatically
identify opinions and emotions from text would be an enormous help to someone trying to answer these kinds of questions. Applications that could benefit
from this technology include multi-perspective question answering, which aims
to present multiple answers to the user based on opinions derived from diﬀerent
sources, and multi-document summarization, which aims to summarize diﬀering
opinions and perspectives.
There is also a need to explicitly recognize objective, factual information for
applications such as information extraction and question answering. Linguistic
processing alone cannot determine the truth or falsity of assertions, but we
could direct the system’s attention to statements that are objectively presented,
to lessen distractions from opinionated, speculative, and evaluative language.

The goal of our research is to develop learning methods to create classifiers
that can distinguish subjective from objective sentences. We strive to develop
systems that excel at subjective classification as well as objective classification.
In this paper, we present the results of developing subjectivity classifiers using
only unannotated texts for training. The performance of the classifiers rivals that
of previous supervised learning approaches to the same task. In addition, we
advance the state of the art in objective sentence classification, by learning new
objective clues and creating objective classifiers that achieve substantially higher
recall than previous work with comparable precision. Our approach begins with a
seeding process that utilizes known subjective vocabulary to automatically create
training data. This data is then used to train an extraction pattern learner and a
probabilistic classifier. Finally, we add a self-training mechanism that improves
the coverage of the classifiers, while still relying only on unannotated data.
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The Data and Classification Task

The texts used in our experiments are English language versions of articles from
the world press. The data is from a variety of countries and publications and
covers many diﬀerent topics (it was obtained from the Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS), a U.S. goverment agency). 535 texts from this collection
have been manually annotated with respect to subjectivity as part of a U.S.
government funded program on automatic question answering.3 These manually
annotated texts comprise the Multi-Perspective Question Answering (MPQA)
corpus and are freely available at nrrc.mitre.org/NRRC/publications.htm.
The test set used in our evaluations consists of 9,289 of the sentences in the
MPQA corpus. None of this test data was used to produce any of the features
included in our experiments. 5104 of the sentences in the test set (54.9% of
the data) are subjective according to the definitions given below. Thus, the
accuracy of a baseline classifier that chooses the most frequent class is 54.9%.
Our unannotated text corpus consists of 298,809 sentences from the world press
collection, and is distinct from the annotated MPQA corpus.
The annotation scheme and inter-coder reliability studies associated with the
MPQA data are described in [1]. The scheme was inspired by work in linguistics
and literary theory on subjectivity, which focuses on how opinions, emotions, etc.,
are expressed linguistically in context [2]. The goal is to identify and characterize
expressions of private states in a sentence. Private state is a general covering
term for opinions, evaluations, emotions, and speculations [3]. For example, in
sentence (1), the writer is expressing a negative evaluation.
(1) “They are no more than frail excuses and pretexts to evade the peace
process since this process does not agree with the ideology of expansion and the
building of settlements.”
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Sentence (2) reflects the private state of Western countries. Mugabe’s use of
“overwhelmingly” also reflects a personal private state, his positive reaction to
and characterization of his victory.
(2) “Western countries were left frustrated and impotent after Robert Mugabe formally declared that he had overwhelmingly won Zimbabwe’s presidential
election.”
The annotators were asked to identify all expressions of private states in each
sentence and to indicate various attributes, including strength (low,medium,high,
or extreme). The gold-standard classes used in our evaluations are defined as
follows: if a sentence has at least one private state of strength medium or higher,
then the sentence is subjective; otherwise, it is objective. These are the same
definitions that other researchers have used when performing experiments with
the MPQA data [4, 5].
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Learning Subjective and Objective Sentence Classifiers

3.1

Automatically Generating Training Data using Rule-based
Classifiers

As a starting point for our research, we reimplemented the high precision, low recall subjective and objective classifiers that we previously developed [4]. We will
refer to these as the rule-based classifiers because they do not involve learning
but merely classify sentences by looking for well-established general subjectivity
clues that have been previously published in the literature.4 Some are drawn
from manually developed resources, including entries from [6, 7], Framenet lemmas with frame element experiencer [8], and adjectives manually annotated for
polarity [9]. Some were learned from corpora, including words distributionally
similar to subjective seed words [10], n-grams [11, 12], and subjective nouns
learned using extraction pattern (EP ) bootstrapping [5]. The clues were divided
into strong and weak subjective clues, where strong subjective clues have subjective meanings with high probability, and weak subjective clues have subjective
meanings with lower probability.
The rule-based subjective classifier classifies a sentence as subjective if it
contains two or more strong subjective clues (otherwise, it does not label the
sentence). In contrast, the rule-based objective classifier looks for the absence
of clues: it classifies a sentence as objective if there are no strong subjective
clues in the current sentence, there is at most one strong subjective clue in the
previous and next sentence combined, and at most 2 weak subjective clues in
the current, previous, and next sentence combined (otherwise, it does not label
the sentence).5
4
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We will be happy to make these clues available to other researchers.
This is slightly more liberal than in [4], which did not allow a strong subjective clue
in the previous or next sentence. This diﬀerence explains the higher recall figures
reported here.

Our research uses these rule-based classifiers to generate training data for
subsequent learning algorithms, which we will describe in the coming sections.
Figure 1 shows the first stage of the training data creation process. The rulebased subjective classifier is applied to the unlabeled corpus to identify sentences
that it can label as subjective. Similarly, the rule-based objective classifier identifies sentences that it can label as objective. These subjective and objective
sentences form our initial training set.
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Fig. 1. Initial Training Data Creation

We use the following evaluation metrics in this paper. Subjective precision
(SubjPrec) is the percentage of sentences automatically classified as subjective
that are truly subjective. The subjective recall (SubjRec) is the percentage of
true subjective sentences that are automatically classified as subjective. The
subjective F-measure (SubjF) is the usual F-measure combining precision and
recall. ObjPrec, ObjRec, and ObjF are defined similarly.
On the annotated test set, the rule-based subjective classifier achieved 34.2%
subjective recall and 90.4% subjective precision. The rule-based objective classifier achieved 30.7% objective recall and 82.4% objective precision. Based on
these results, we expect that the initial training set generated by these classifiers is of relatively high quality. Of the 298,809 sentences in the unannotated
text corpus, the rule-based classifiers labeled 52,918 sentences as subjective and
47,528 as objective, creating a training set of over 100,000 sentences.
3.2

Extraction Pattern (EP) Learning

Previous research has shown that patterns designed for information extraction
can eﬀectively represent expressions associated with subjectivity [4]. Objectivity
is a diﬀerent beast because any objective statement can be made subjective by
adding a subjective modifier to it. Consequently, it is not clear that individual

expressions can be considered to be truly objective in an absolute sense. However, we hypothesized that in practice there are many expressions that are highly
correlated with objective statements and therefore would be strong clues that a
sentence is objective. In the Wall Street Journal, for example, sentences containing the words “profits” or “price” are very likely to be objective, even though
there is no reason why a subjective sentence could not contain those words.
Consequently, we decided to explore the idea of learning extraction patterns
that are correlated with objectivity and then using them as features in a machine learning algorithm. To learn extraction patterns, we used the AutoSlogTS [13] algorithm because it does not need annotated texts for training. Instead,
AutoSlog-TS requires one set of “relevant” texts and one set of “irrelevant” texts.
Extraction patterns are created by applying a set of syntactic templates to the
corpus. The syntactic constructions recognized by AutoSlog-TS are described in
[13] and reflect syntactic relationships identified by a shallow parser.
We trained the EP learner on the initial training set to generate patterns
associated with objectivity as well as patterns associated with subjectivity. In
our experiments, the subjective sentences were the relevant texts, and the objective sentences were the irrelevant texts. The patterns chosen as the subjective
patterns are those that are strongly correlated with subjective sentences, while
the patterns chosen as the objective patterns are those that are negatively correlated with subjective sentences (and hence positively correlated with objective
sentences). AutoSlog-TS merely ranks patterns in order of their association with
the relevant texts, so we automatically selected the best patterns for each class
using two thresholds: θF is the frequency of the pattern in the corpus, and θP
is the conditional probability (estimated from the training set) that a text is
relevant if it contains the pattern: Pr(relevant | patterni ). For our experiments,
subjective patterns were identified by setting θF ≥ 5 and θP ≥ .95 (i.e., at least
95% of its occurrences must have been in subjective sentences). Objective patterns were identified by setting θF ≥ 5 and θP ≤ .15 (i.e., at most 15% of
its occurrences could have been in subjective sentences). Table 1 shows a few
examples of subjective and objective patterns that were learned.
Subjective Patterns Objective Patterns
<subj> believes
<subj> increased production
<subj> was convinced <subj> took eﬀect
aggression against <np> delegation from <np>
to express <dobj>
occurred on <np>
support for <np>
plans to produce <dobj>
Table 1. Extraction Pattern Examples

Consider a simple classifier that classifies a sentence as subjective if it contains any of the learned subjective patterns. The subjective precision of this
classifier on the manually annotated test set is 74.5% (i.e., 74.5% of the sen-

SubjRec SubjPrec SubjF ObjRec ObjPrec ObjF Acc
Subj RBC
34.2
90.4
46.6
61.9
Subj RBC w/Patterns 58.6
80.9
68.0
69.7
Obj RBC
30.7
82.4
44.7 65.8
Obj RBC w/Patterns
33.5
82.1
47.6 66.7
Table 2. Rule-Based Classifier Results

tences with subjective patterns are subjective). The subjective recall is 59.8%
(i.e., 59.8% of the subjective sentences contain at least one subjective pattern).
The similar figures for a cooresponding objective classifier are 71.3% objective
precision and 11.7% objective recall (i.e., 71.3% of the sentences with objective
patterns are objective, and 11.7% of the objective sentences contain at least one
objective pattern). The low objective recall reflects the fact that many fewer instances of objective patterns were found in the data (832 versus 6364 instances
of subjective patterns). These results suggest that the EPs are good clues for distinguishing subjective sentences from objective sentences, but are not suﬃcient
by themselves.
Next, we incorporated the learned EPs into the rule-based classifiers as follows. The subjective patterns were added to the set of strong subjective clues,
which are used by both the subjective and objective rule-based classifiers. The
strategy used by the rule-based subjective classifier remained the same. However, the strategy used by the rule-based objective classifier was augmented as
follows: in addition to its previous rules, a sentence is also labeled as objective
if it contains no strong subjective clues but at least one objective EP. Note that
adding the subjective EPs to the set of strong subjective clues works to decrease
the recall of the objective classifier because it looks for the absence of subjectivity clues. To balance that eﬀect, the additional test for objective EPs can serve
to increase the recall of the objective classifier.
The first row of Table 2 shows the results of the original rule-based subjective
classifier (Subj RBC), and the second row shows the results after adding the
subjective extraction pattern clues. Similarly, the third row shows the results
for the original rule-based objective classifier (Obj RBC), and the fourth row
shows the results after adding the objective EP clues. Comparing rows one and
two, the subjective precision dropped from 90.4% to 80.9%, but subjective recall
increased from 34.2% to 58.6%. Comparing rows three and four, the objective
precision decreased only slightly (from 82.4% to 82.1%), and the objective recall
increased from 30.7% to 33.5%. Adding EPs to the rule-based classifiers clearly
expanded their coverage with relatively smaller drops in precision.
3.3

Naive Bayes Sentence Classification

The labeled sentences identified by the rule-based classifiers provide us with
the opportunity to apply supervised learning algorithms to our sentence classification task. Previous work [14, 5, 15] found that naive Bayes performs well for

SubjRec SubjPrec SubjF ObjRec ObjPrec ObjF Acc
Naive Bayes 70.6
79.4
74.7
77.6
68.4
72.7 73.8
Table 3. Results of Naive Bayes Trained on Initial Training Data

subjectivity recognition, so we used naive Bayes as our learning algorithm. We
trained the naive Bayes classifier using the initial training set and several types
of set-valued features. There are features for each of the following sets: the strong
subjective clues used by the original rule-based classifiers; the weak subjective
clues used by the objective rule-based classifier; the subjective patterns generated by the EP learner; and the objective patterns generated by the EP learner.
We also added features for the following parts of speech, which were shown to
be eﬀective in previous work [5, 15, 11]: pronouns, modals (excluding ‘will’), adjectives, cardinal numbers, and adverbs (excluding ‘not’). A three-valued feature
was defined for each set based on the presence of 0, 1, or ≥ 2 members of that set
in the sentence. In addition, to incorporate contextual information in the classifier, another three-valued feature was defined for each set based on the presence
of 0, 1, or ≥ 2 members of that set in the previous and next sentences combined.
Row one of Table 3 shows the performance of the naive Bayes classifier on
the test set. The classifier achieves relatively balanced recall and precision for
both subjective and objective sentences.
3.4

Self-Training the Sentence Classifier

The initial training data used by the naive Bayes classifier was generated by the
rule-based classifiers, which simply look for the presence or absence of a set of
general subjectivity clues. There are obvious concerns associated with this type
of automatically created training data, such as potential biases introduced by
the rules. A related concern is that the training sentences will be similar to one
another and less heterogenous than the set of sentences that the classifier will
ultimately be applied to.
We therefore saw an opportunity to try to improve the classifier by generating a new training set using the classifier itself. The naive Bayes classifier
uses a greater variety of features than the rule-based classifiers and it exploits
a probabilistic model to make classification decisions based on combinations of
these features. We hypothesized that the naive Bayes classifier might be able
to reliably label a diﬀerent, and perhaps more diverse, set of sentences in the
unlabeled corpus than the rule-based classifiers did.
The procedure we use is a variant of self-training, as the term is used by
Nigam and Ghani [16]. They describe the procedure as follows: “Initially, selftraining builds a single naive Bayes classifier using the labeled training data
and all the features. Then it labels the unlabeled training data and converts
the most confidently predicted document of each class into a labeled training
example. This iterates until . . .” (p. 90). Rather than adding one instance per

class at a time to a cache of labeled data, we use our naive Bayes classifier to
label all the sentences in the entire unannotated corpus from scratch, including
those in the initial training set. Then, we select the top N/2 most confidently
labeled sentences in each class to include in the new training data (where N
= the size of the initial training set + 10,000 sentences). The chosen sentences
form a brand new training set that we then use to retrain the EP learner and
then the naive Bayes classifier. The overall process is depicted in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Self-Training Process

The recall of the learned patterns improved substantially using the new training set, with just a minor drop in precision: subjective precision of the subjective
patterns decreased from 74.5% to 73.1%, and objective precision of the objective
patterns decreased from 71.3% to 68.9%, while subjective recall of the subjective patterns increased from 59.8% to 66.2% and objective recall of the objective
patterns increased from 11.7% to 17.0%.
Table 4 shows the performance of the rule-based classifiers (RBC) and the
naive Bayes classifiers on the test set after training on the initial training set
(these are the rows labeled 1) and after retraining on the new training set (these
are the rows labeled 2).
When the patterns learned on the new training set were incorporated into the
rule-based classifiers, the classifiers showed increases in recall but with virtually
no drop in precision and even a slight increase for objective sentences (compare
rows (a) and (b) for the subjective rule-based classifiers, and rows (c) and (d)
for the objective rule-based classifiers).

SubjRec SubjPrec SubjF ObjRec ObjPrec ObjF Acc
(a) Subj RBC w/Patterns 1 58.6
80.9
68.0
69.7
(b) Subj RBC w/Patterns 2 62.4
80.4
70.3
71.0
(c) Obj RBC w/Patterns 1
33.5
82.1
47.6 66.7
(d) Obj RBC w/Patterns 2
34.8
82.6 49.0 67.3
(e) Naive Bayes 1
70.6
79.4
74.7 77.6
68.4 72.7 73.8
(f) Naive Bayes 2
86.3
71.3
78.1 57.6
77.5
66.1 73.4
(g) RWW03 (supervised)
77
81
79
74
70
72
76
Table 4. Comparison of Results

Rows (e) and (f) show that the recall of the naive Bayes classifier swung dramatically toward subjective sentences (+15.7% recall for subjective sentences,
-20% recall for objective sentences). At the same time, subjective precision decreased by 8 percentage points while objective precision increased by 9.
Finally, row (g) shows the performance of the best supervised subjectivity
sentence classifier on the same type of data [5], which we will denote as RWW03.
RWW03 was trained on a subset of the MPQA corpus containing 2197 sentences.
1296 (59%) of those sentences were subjective, so the accuracy of a baseline
classifier that chooses the most frequent class was a bit higher for that dataset
than for the one used in this paper (its baseline accuracy is 54.9%, as explained
in Section 2).
The boldface numbers represent the best results achieved by our classifiers
for each evaluation metric. For subjective sentences, the self-trained naive Bayes
classifiers achieved the best recall, which was substantially higher than the recall obtained by RWW03, although our precision at the high recall level is lower.
The best precision that we obtained is basically the same as RWW03, but with
slightly lower recall. For objective sentences, our initial naive Bayes classifier
(e) achieved a slightly higher f-measure than RWW03. All in all, our classifiers
achieved performance levels comparable to those obtained by a supervised learning system. Our highest precision objective classifier was the rule-based classifier
with EPs after self-training (d).

4

Related Work

There has been a recent flurry of research in the related areas of opinion extraction, sentiment analysis, semantic orientation and polarity classification, and
subjectivity analysis. Much of this work focuses on lexical aquisition, identifying
subjective, positive, or negative words and phrases [9, 17, 9, 18, 10, 19, 20]. Riloﬀ
and Wiebe [4] used extraction pattern learning to find subjective expressions,
but we know of no previous research on learning objective expressions.
Several projects have focused on document-level subjectivity classification.
Some work identifies inflammatory texts (e.g., [21]) or classifies texts as positive
or negative ([22, 17, 14]). Research in genre classification has included recognition

of subjective genres such as editorials and objective genres such as business or
news (e.g., [23, 24, 12, 15]).
In contrast, our work involves classifying individual sentences. Sentence-level
subjectivity classification is useful because most documents contain a mix of
subjective and objective sentences. For example, newspaper articles are typically
thought to be relatively objective, but [12] reported that, in their corpus, 44%
of sentences (in articles that are not editorials or reviews) were subjective.
Almost all previous evaluations of sentence-level subjectivity classifiers involved supervised learning systems (e.g., [15, 5, 11]). We compared our results
to [5] in Section 3.4. The precision achieved by [15] was lower, especially for
objective sentences. The accuracies reported by [11] are higher (they do not report precision), but their baseline accuracy is very high. However, [15, 11] used
diﬀerent data sets with diﬀerent annotation schemes, so our results cannot be
directly compared.
As described in Section 3.1, [4] report high subjective and objective precisions, but achieve at most 40% subjective recall and 30% objective recall.
Automatic subjectivity/opinion/sentiment analysis is being applied to many
interesting applications, including classification of reviews [19, 14, 11, 25, 26], analysis of product reputations [26, 25, 27], tracking sentiments toward events [28, 22,
29], and incorporating opinions into into question answering and multi-document
summarization systems [15].

5

Conclusions

We presented the results of developing subjectivity classifiers using only unannotated texts for training. The performance rivals that of previous supervised
learning approaches. In addition, we advance the state of the art in objective
sentence classification, by learning EPs associated with objectivity and creating
objective classifiers that achieve substantially higher recall than previous work
with comparable precision.
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